
Obscure Glass 
& Glazing Options

Transform your 
home with beautiful 
folding doors
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All of the 
different ranges 
are available 
toughened 
or laminated 
for safety and 
security.

A little privacy please

Our range of obscure glass offers you varying levels of privacy and a 
choice of designs.  These are the eight most popular choices. 

The advantages of decorative glass are easy to see: it allows maximum 
light while maintaining privacy or obscuring unattractive views, and also 
forms an attractive decorative feature itself.

There are literally thousands of different glass specifications to choose 
from; whether you are looking for enhanced thermal efficiency, security, 
sound insulation, privacy, fire resistance, heat or glare reduction etc.  Our 
product development team has put a lot of time into researching the 
most innovative solutions available and our advisors have been trained 
to give you sound advice. 

Acoustic performance 
We offer a range of solutions to reduce noise depending on your specific 
requirements.  Noise is typically measured with Decibel Ratings (DB).  

Autumn TM

Stippolyte TM

Cotswold TM

Contora TM



Oak TM

Minster TM

Pelerine TM

Digital TM
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Security 
Toughened glass can be a cost effective way to enhance 
security.  Laminated glass is even stronger, but is more costly.  

Safety 
Toughened glass is stronger and safer than normal glass.  
When it breaks it shatters into tiny fragments as opposed to 
dangerous shards of glass. We fit toughened glass as standard 
on all doors and windows below 800mm from floor height.

Thermal performance 
We can offer you ‘A’ rated and triple glazed windows,  
featuring the most technically superior glass available today, 
with U Values as low as 0.8.

Self cleaning glass - how does it work? 
Self cleaning glass, has a titanium dioxide coating, which 
makes the glass very flat, this makes it harder for dirt to stick 
and causes water to sheet down and clean the glass.  UV filters 
integrated within the surface coating, break down organic dirt 
such as bird droppings which enables it to be washed away  
(hydrophilic action). 

Sun reflection/Heat retention 
Various coatings can be added to the glass to reflect direct 
sunlight, reduce glare and retain valuable heat, this is very 
popular with conservatory roofs. There are numerous options  
depending on your budget and requirements.



Bespoke designs for that extra special look
We offer an unlimited range of glass options, from standard designs such 
as georgian bar, leaded, bevelled and stained glass to custom creations 
that match original glass, or to produce a one off hand designed piece.
Below are just a few of the options available, but the range is quite 
literally as wide as your imagination.

Decorative Glass

We reserve the right to alter specifications and descriptions without
prior notice as part of our policy of continuous development. E&OE.
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Internal or face fixed 
Georgian bars in a variety 
of configurations to match 
traditional designs, including: 
grids, horizontal, vertical and 
even curved bar.

Georgian bar

The most popular designs are 
square, diamond and Kent 
lead, we offer a wide range, 
available in a 
lead or gold finish.

Leaded glass

Choose from our standard 
range or take advantage 
of our bespoke service to 
make custom made designs 
including copies of your 
existing glass.

Stains and bevels

Add character to your
home with our range of 
patterned borders in lead, 
georgian bar, stained and 
bevelled glass.

Window borders


